Reduce your risk, protect your patients
After your employees, your network is your
greatest vulnerability

Health Flash: Your network security overview
will be quick, painless, and non-invasive

Most healthcare organizations have networks
that connect their devices to each other and to
the Internet. They may be hardwired, wireless,
or both. Networks enable us to communicate—
and to store, access and update medical data.

Designed to help you reduce network
vulnerabilities to protect your ePHI, our
security overview will look for a wide array of
risks and spotlight the gaps in your specific
network security.

The widespread use of portable devices such as
smartphones, laptops and tablets puts your
network at risk. Other risks come from:

A clear summary report will outline the
actions you can take to mitigate those risks
and prevent HIPAA violations that can lead
to costly data breaches.






Negligent or untrained staff
Weak and unenforced password policies
Phishing email with links to bad websites
that deliver malware and viruses
Staff or undetected intruders pilfering
medical data, DOBs and SSNs to sell.

Health information is worth far more than
credit card information





When was the last time you checked
to see if your wireless network was
leaking data?
When was the last time you updated
your software and security patches?

If you can’t remember, it’s been too long!

Stolen patient health data can be sold on the
black market for over $360 per record—far
more than any other data from any other
industry, according to an article published by
the InfoSec Institute.

You have a legal and moral obligation to
protect your patients’ information from loss,
theft and unauthorized access. Do you know
how well you’re fulfilling that obligation?
When poor security results in a data breach
Inadequate network security can result in data
loss or theft—both HIPAA violations. A network
security overview is a vital step in reducing the
risk of fines imposed by the HHS Office for Civil
Rights along with OCR Corrective Action Plans
that can take your practice years to complete.

SCHEDULE YOUR OVERVIEW TODAY
As the #1 provider of HIPAA compliance
services in the Southeast, JDL HealthTech
provides IT solutions that are HIPAA-compliant,
including our network security overview. We
are a HIPAA-compliant Business Associate and
will sign your Agreement.
Call us today for a quote and scheduling.
Every day you wait is an unnecessary risk to
your patients and their PHI.
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